This bibliography is intended to begin the process of awareness necessary to encourage young women and racial and ethnic minorities in geography classes across the nation. Women and minority racial and ethnic groups have long been seriously underrepresented in the discipline of geography both in the applied and professional world and in academic institutions. This project is the first national effort to address the issue of equity in achievement and retention in geography classes. The objective of this document is to encourage research and action on these issues by providing brief background information and a bibliography of sources related to the following categories: (1) the status and participation of women and racial and ethnic groups in geography; (2) gender/ethnic-related differences in achievement; (3) possible causes of gender/ethnic-related differences in participation and/or achievement; (4) intervention strategies; (5) available resource materials; and (6) questions for future research. The bibliography includes published research papers, articles, and books. Since concern with the issue of women and minorities in geography began to appear in the literature during the 1970s, the bibliography is generally limited to publications from 1970 to 1992. (EH)
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Finding A Way: Encouraging Underrepresented Groups in Geography is a project designed to enhance the achievement and motivation of young women and racial and ethnic minorities in geography classes across the nation.

The project was conceived in 1991 by the National Council for Geographic Education's Task Force on Underrepresented Groups. It will include dissemination of teaching strategies that have been found effective in related fields in encouraging all underrepresented students. The project plans to offer summer institutes and workshops and to publish a book, Finding A Way: Looking Toward the 21st Century, containing narrative and learning activities that support the incorporation of these instructional strategies into the geography curriculum.

Women and minority racial and ethnic groups have long been seriously underrepresented in the discipline of geography both in the applied professional world and in academic institutions. This project is the first national effort to address the issue of equity in achievement and retention in geography classes. The bibliography that follows is a first step in laying a solid foundation for this important and long overdue project.

We hope that Finding A Way will support both students and teachers, and that it will stimulate not only lively discussion and debate about this continuing issue, but also substantive curricular change in American education.

Susan W. Hardwick
Department of Geography and Planning, California State University, Chico

Rickie Sanders
Department of Geography and Urban Studies, Temple University, Philadelphia

Co-Coordinators, NCGE Task Force on Underrepresented Groups in Geography
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INTRODUCTION

This document has been developed out of a project sponsored by the Committee on Women in Geographic Education of the National Council for Geographic Education. Finding a Way: Encouraging Underrepresented Groups in Geography is designed to motivate women and minorities and enhance their opportunities for academic success in geography.

The differential participation and achievement of women and minorities, particularly African-Americans, Hispanics and Native Americans, in geography have been well documented. Research must now focus on the reasons for this differential and on intervention strategies to enhance equity. To that end, the objective of this document is to encourage such research and action by providing brief background information and a bibliography of sources related to the following categories: (1) the status and participation of women and racial and ethnic groups in geography; (2) gender/ethnic-related differences in achievement; (3) possible causes of gender/ethnic-related differences in participation and/or achievement; (4) intervention strategies; (5) available resource materials; and (6) questions for future research.

References to research on these topics in other disciplines, notably science and mathematics, are also included because such references may suggest possible causes and intervention strategies that could be applied in geographic studies. Citations are not exhaustive but are designed to provide access to the research literature.

The bibliography includes published research papers, articles, and books. Panel discussions and workshops have been omitted since David Lee’s bibliographies contain these listings. Since concern with the issue of women and minorities in geography began to appear in the literature during the 1970s, the bibliography, with few exceptions, is limited to publications from 1970 to 1992.
Despite the gains that women and racial and ethnic groups have made in Western society in the last 25 years, they are still underrepresented in selected professions, notably mathematics, engineering, science, and geography. Concern for "the lot of the female geographers" issue was expressed in the early 1970s by the president of the Association of American Geographers (AAG), Wilbur Zelinsky (Zelinsky, 1973a:101).

Since Zelinsky's article, several studies have reported on the status of women in geography. Some have also addressed the issue of racial and ethnic groups in the field. All scholars have reported that enrollment in geography at the graduate level and representation in the profession is dismal for both women and minorities (AAG, 1988; DeLoughry, 1988; Deskins, 1969; Deskins and Speil, 1971; Garcia-Ramon et. al., 1988; Golledge and Halperin, 1983; Horvath et. al., 1969; Larimore et. al., 1969; Lee, 1990; Momsen, 1980a, 1980b; Richason and Mitchell, 1972; Shrestha and Davis, 1989; Zelinsky, 1973b).

As national attention focused on the academic performance of American students in the mid-1980s, several national surveys indicated that many high school and college students suffered from "geographic illiteracy." Further, the results of a survey conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) revealed that minorities and females scored significantly lower on geography tests than other high school students (NAEP, 1990:58). Annual statistics published in the AAG newsletters since 1972 document a slow increase in the professional employment of women and minorities especially in academic geography.

Clearly the needs of women and minorities are not being met. They are not being encouraged to excel at the K-12 level and are not being attracted to and retained in the collegiate classroom or profession. Not only is this issue a matter of concern to the profession but, because of
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demographic trends, it is also one of national need. Women and minority groups will increasingly dominate the labor pool and the classroom in the 1990s as the demographic changes in the United States add diversity to the overall population (Cetron and Gayle 1990).

Geography must address the special needs of students whose participation and achievement levels are consistently below that of white males. As Janice Monk (1987:145) admonished: "We cannot successfully fulfill our mission as geographic educators unless we address the challenges posed by learners in the late twentieth century."

From concern through action to achievement of goals, geography can find a way to enhance the achievement and participation of women and minorities in geography (Figure 1). Research suggests three broad areas of concern: (1) individual factors, such as innate ability, personal history, and prior experience; (2) sociocultural factors, such as sex role stereotyping and social attitudes toward women and minorities and academics; and (3) school factors, such as classroom environment, teacher-student interactions, textbook and curriculum materials, and instructional strategies.

Within these three broad domains, specific factors emerge as barriers to full participation and achievement for women and racial and ethnic groups, and serve as a focus for further research:

1. Gender differences in spatial ability.
2. Gender differences in age of development of formal reasoning.
3. Failure to receive encouragement to excel academically or to pursue non-traditional careers from parents, teachers, counselors, peers, and the mass media.
4. Stereotyped perceptions of appropriate career roles.
5. Less positive attitudes toward specific disciplines.
6. Stereotyped perceptions of specific disciplines as masculine domains.
7. Perception of the usefulness of the subject matter for future life, education, and/or careers.
8. Differential experiences in the classroom which are biased against females and minorities.
9. Different perceptions of supportive teacher behaviors.
10. Different perceptions of student roles in the classroom.
11. Less self-confidence in ability to excel in an academic role.

12. Lack of appropriate female and minority role models.

13. Different interest in academic topics which may be not be addressed in the curriculum.

14. Different interest in instructional activities which may not be addressed in the classroom.

15. Instructional strategies which are not conducive to promoting achievement by females and minorities.

16. Lack of appropriate representation of females and minorities in textbooks and curriculum materials.

17. Lack of inclusion of gender or minority studies in the curriculum.

The bibliography addresses these issues and provides a frame of reference for future research to address the questions of inequity of participation and achievement.
### UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS IN GEOGRAPHY

**Women and Minorities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differential Participation in Careers and Classes</th>
<th>Differential Achievement in Knowledge and Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finding a Way</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sociocultural</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal History</td>
<td>Stereotyping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innate Abilities</td>
<td>Perception of Discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Environment</td>
<td>Inclusion of gender and minority issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional Strategies</td>
<td>Topics of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portraital in Textbooks and Materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities of interest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goals**

- Eliminate Sexism/Racism
- Develop Cognitive Abilities
- Compensate for Prior Experiences
- Enhance Positive Perceptions of Geography
- Create Positive Classroom Environment
- Improve Quality of Teacher-Student Interactions
- Provide Appropriate Role Models
- Enhance Instruction
- Equity of Portraital in Textbooks and Materials
- Inclusion of Gender/Minority Issues in Curriculum

### Equity of Participation

### Equity of Achievement

*Figure 1*
RESEARCH QUESTIONS FOR GEOGRAPHY

By its nature, the compilation of a bibliography on the equity of participation and achievement of underrepresented groups in geography identifies directions for research. These suggestions are provided as a departure point for geographers, educators, and others interested in formulating specific research questions. The larger goal of conducting such research is to formulate ways in which all students can fully participate in the learning process, achieve their full potential, and be encouraged to continue with geographic studies and careers in the field.

Participation, Status, and Retention in the Classroom and in the Profession

Several studies have provided an essential record of the representation, role, and status of women and minorities in geography. In order to monitor the participation and status of underrepresented groups in the discipline, research may focus on the following:

1. What is the current representation, role, and status of women and minorities in:
   a. professional geographic organizations?
   b. geography departments as faculty?
   c. geography related careers?
   d. geography graduate programs?
   e. geography undergraduate programs?
   f. K-12 teaching of geography?
   g. K-12 inservice programs for geography teachers?
   h. K-12 geography student body?
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2. What programs exist to recruit and retain women and minorities in geography departments, undergraduate and graduate? How successful have they been?

3. What are the characteristics of geography departments noted for recruitment and retention of women and minorities as students and/or faculty?

4. What factors influence the selection of geography as a major course of study by women and minorities?

Achievement

The geographic research concerning gender differences in achievement has focused primarily on mapping skills. Suggested variables that may account for the gender differences noted in achievement are spatial abilities and prior experiences within the environment. Although the preliminary NAEP assessment reveals that differences in achievement exist among ethnic groups, few research studies have addressed this issue.

In order to address issues of cause and effect and to monitor the effects of intervention strategies, achievement levels by gender and ethnic group must be documented continuously. Answers to the following questions serve as a starting point:

1. Are there differences in achievement in specific geographic content areas?

2. Are there differences in achievement of specific geographic skills?

3. Are there differences in achievement in specific domains and/or levels of knowledge assessment?

4. Are there differences in achievement by age, grade level, ability level and/or cognitive developmental level?

5. Are there differences in achievement by geographic region in the United States?

6. Are there differences in achievement by school location within a region?

7. Are there differences in achievement among public, private, and religious schools?

8. Are there differences in achievement between coeducational and non-coeducational schools?
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Cognitive Abilities

One of the most pervasive themes in educational literature is the question of male superiority on tests of spatial ability. An inferior ability to think spatially has often been cited as one of the reasons women avoid geography, science, and math courses, and careers. While research has questioned the validity of these findings of male superiority and their relevance to performance in the sciences, further research on spatial ability as a cognitive function needs to be addressed in geography, not only by gender but by ethnicity:

1. What types of specific spatial abilities exist? How are they assessed and measured?

2. Do specific spatial abilities differ by gender, ethnic group, age, grade level, ability level and/or general cognitive ability?

3. Are the sources of differences in spatial ability the same for ethnic groups as for gender?

4. Do measurements on spatial tests correlate to achievement levels in geography content or skills?

Research in other disciplines suggests that the transition from a concrete cognitive developmental level to a formal cognitive level begins during early adolescence and is attained by males at an earlier age than females. Geography is often a required course of study during these middle school years and the divergence of abilities and achievement by gender may be rooted in the differential attainment of formal reasoning abilities.

5. Are there differences in the age of attainment of formal reasoning abilities by gender or ethnic group?

6. Is formal reasoning ability correlated to achievement in specific geographic content or skills? Does this vary by gender or ethnic group?

Prior Experiences

Prior experiences of students outside the classroom may affect achievement and/or attitudes. It has been suggested that achievement in mapping and spatial skills may be affected by gender differences in spatial behavior and home range of children. These differences in moving through the environment may also explain why fewer girls are attracted to geography.

Other experiences which may enhance or inhibit interest and achievement in geography exist and need to be explored, such as:
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1. What specific experiences outside the classroom impact interest and achievement in geography? Do these experiences differ by gender or ethnic group?

2. Are there patterns of early experiences and movements within the environment that differ by gender or ethnic group?

3. Do differences in environmental experience correlate with specific achievement levels in content or skills areas of geography?

4. What intervention strategies can schools implement to compensate for early disadvantages in environmental experiences?

Current research examines the role of preconceptions and/or misconceptions held by students that may inhibit academic achievement. By virtue of their prior experiences, students bring conceptions of the world, the way it exists and the way it functions to the classroom. These preconceptions and, in many cases, misconceptions, are difficult to change. They influence the ways in which a student acquires or rejects new knowledge. In order to replace misconceptions, it is essential to be aware of students’ views of the world as they apply to geographic content and skills.

5. Are there patterns of misconceptions held by students with regard to specific geographic content or skills? Do these patterns differ by gender or ethnic group?

6. What successful intervention strategies can replace misconceptions? Do these differ by gender or ethnic group?

Attitudes and Perceptions

Research in science education indicates that a positive attitude toward the subject and a sense of its usefulness correlate positively to achievement levels. As Carswell noted, the likelihood that students will use their knowledge of geography is influenced by their attitudes toward the subject (1970).

The prevailing stereotyped perceptions of appropriate career roles for women and minorities coupled with an image of science as masculine limits interest and career opportunities for women and minorities. Data which reveal geography to be dominated by a white male population reinforce these perceptions.

Attitudes, images, and perceptions of geography nurtured and developed primarily in elementary and secondary school may affect the quality and extent of subsequent participation. It is imperative that studies in geography concerning attitudes be expanded at all levels and especially at the K-12 level.
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1. What are the public perceptions and images of geography? Do these differ by gender or ethnic group?

2. What are the perceptions and images of geography held by students at all educational levels? Do these differ by educational level? Do these differ by gender or ethnic group?

3. What current knowledge about careers in geography is available to students? Does this knowledge differ by gender or ethnic group?

4. What current knowledge is available about careers in geography to K-12 faculty?

5. Does a positive attitude and interest in geography correlate by gender or ethnic group to:
   a. higher achievement levels in content or skills?
   b. retention in geography classes?
   c. selection of geography as a college major?
   d. consideration of a geography-related career?

6. Does difference in gender or ethnic group correlate with:
   a. interest in specific geographic content?
   b. interest in specific geographic skills?
   c. interest in specific learning activities?

Positive Classroom Environment, Teacher-Student Interactions, Role Models

Modifying the classroom environment and interaction patterns between teachers and students may be the key to reducing the gap in participation and achievement between white males and females and minorities in geography. Research studies, especially in science and math, as well as national reports, reveal that male, female and minority students receive differential treatment from teachers in favor of white males and students of higher ability.

Positive teacher-student interaction patterns have been shown to be associated with positive attitudes and higher student achievement. These patterns include number of interactions, recognition by teacher, level of questioning, wait-time, sustained feedback, type of teacher praise and criticism, teacher expectations, and encouragement. Teachers need to know how these factors function in geography classrooms.

1. Are there differential patterns by gender or ethnic group with respect to:
   a. which students become target students; i.e. those who dominate teacher interactions?
   b. zone of interaction by seating pattern?
   c. which students are called upon or recognized more frequently by the teacher?
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d. methods of acceptable interaction with the teacher?
e. level of teacher questioning?
f. length of wait-time by teacher?
g. length and nature of feedback?
h. assignment of classroom tasks by teacher?
i. type of praise given to students by teacher?
j. type of criticism given to students by teacher?
k. teacher expectations and encouragement to excel?

Survey research indicates that students of different gender, ethnic group, and ability level have differing views of ideal student behavior and their own behavior as a student. Research at the secondary and college levels reveals that gender, racial and ethnic groups correlate with students’ perceptions of what constitute ideal and supportive teacher behaviors. Knowledge of these views can be used by teachers to modify their own behavior and to encourage students to act in a positive and productive manner.

2. At different educational levels, does gender, ethnic group or ability level correlate with patterns of students’ view of:
   a. behaviors and attitudes of an ideal geography student?
   b. their own behaviors and attitudes as a geography student?
   c. what constitutes ideal and supportive teacher behaviors and attitudes?

   One of the potentially most powerful niches a teacher can fill is that of a positive role model for young women and minorities.

3. In what ways are geography teachers currently serving as role models for young women and minorities?

4. In what ways can geography teachers become positive role models for young women and minorities?

5. Are there programs available to train teachers to become positive role models? Have these programs been successful?

Instructional Strategies and Curriculum

Instructional strategies can be structured so as to foster maximum interaction and achievement of all students within the learning process. Attention must be given to students’ cognitive reasoning level, learning style, interests, and needs in particular learning activities. Recent studies indicate that children, especially girls, learn more readily in cooperative situations. Specific content and topics of interest to female and minority students need to be assessed and incorporated into the existing curriculum as well.
1. Does interest in specific geographic content differ by gender or ethnic group?

2. Does achievement in specific geographic content differ by gender or ethnic group? Is this difference addressed in the curriculum?

3. Does interest in specific geographic skills differ by gender or ethnic group?

4. Does achievement in specific geographic skills differ by gender or ethnic group? Is this difference addressed in the curriculum?

5. Does interest in specific learning activities differ by gender or ethnic group? Is this difference addressed in the curriculum?

6. Are there topics of specific interest to female or minority students that could be incorporated into the curriculum?

7. Are women's issues incorporated into the curriculum?

8. Are minority issues incorporated into the curriculum?

9. Does the use of concrete or formal reasoning enhance instruction of students by gender or ethnic group?

10. Are there patterns of different learning styles by gender or ethnic group? Are these styles addressed in current geography curricula and classrooms?

11. What instructional strategies are utilized in current geography curricula and classrooms?

12. Are there instructional strategies that are more compatible with the learning styles of female or minority students?

13. Are cooperative learning strategies being utilized in geography classrooms? Which strategies and in what way?

14. Do cooperative learning strategies enhance interest and achievement of female or minority students? Of all students?

15. What training is necessary for teachers to enhance instruction for female and minority students?
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Portrayal in Textbooks and Curriculum Materials

As the most basic, accessible literature available to students, the textbook plays a crucial role in presenting the content, skills and image of a discipline. If themes are absent from the textbook, then they are likely to be absent from the curriculum. Surveys of current textbooks and curriculum materials indicate that women and minorities have historically received inadequate treatment. While this treatment is changing, studies need to address this issue at all levels and in all media materials.

1. Are women and minorities portrayed in a positive manner?

2. Are women and minorities portrayed in non-stereotyped roles and careers?

3. Are references to women and minorities non-sexist and non-racist?

4. Are women's and minority experiences and issues included?

The Bibliography

The following listings of published materials on underrepresented groups in geography and related fields are offered as incentive for further work on the subject. Use these ideas in your own work. Assign them in your courses and seminars, discuss them with your colleagues. We offer these pages only as a beginning for "Finding a Way."


Encouraging Underrepresented Groups in Geography


Documents underrepresentation in science of African-Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans. Suggests methods that teachers can use to encourage minority participation in science.


Analysis of variables related to success and nonsuccess including determination of which factors are significant for African-American students.


Suggests that teachers may favor students of their own sex, which could explain why males receive more attention in classrooms as most science teachers are male.


Identification of quality and quantity of science classroom interactions in relationship to gender. Female students have fewer interactions with teacher, are asked lower-level questions, and are not target students.


Significant differences between frequencies of illustrations of men and women, but not boys and girls. Only one current text achieves gender balance; others overwhelmingly favor pictures of males.


Testing of college undergraduates for location of places on U.S. map, using total continent and regional base maps. Males consistently located places more accurately than females.


Re-analysis of 30 studies on gender and science achievement. Males show advantage in biology, general science, and physics. No gender differences in mixed science, geology, earth science, and chemistry.
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Females receive significantly less praise, direct questions, and behavioral warnings from teachers. Males receive 70\% of all positive contacts that encourage academic abilities, are asked more questions, and receive more feedback.


Evaluation of sex equity intervention programs in mathematics. Two programs target elementary/middle school students and four target middle/high school students. Two target teachers and intervention strategies.


Summary of educational degree attainment by women in geography. Suggests affirmative action must start at graduate level.


A 1973 profile of AAG members with regard to gender, residence, age, educational attainment, and salary. Greatest gender disparities in educational attainment and salary.


Personal account of graduate school and the profession. Women largely invisible in classroom and nonexistent in the literature.


Young children are able to draw simple neighborhood maps. No gender differences among younger children; older boys better at map drawing and reading.
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Investigation of gender differences in attitudes towards geography content and learning activities in the first three years of secondary school; and intent to study geography at end of third year.

Review of literature indicates a critical view of co-educational schools as males have been found to dominate classroom discourse.

Proposes and elaborates on a concept of focused and diffuse worlds held by students. A survey of successful mathematics students indicates that males (focused) and females (diffuse) identify different teacher behaviors as supportive; has implications for teaching.

Strategies for incorporating issues of race, gender, class and geography using literature.

Examines estimations of distance between towns in the home state of senior high school students. Cognitive maps of females less accurate than those of males.

Positive attitudes about African-Americans' ability to excel academically; supporting efforts from schools, universities, industry, and private citizens are required to enhance academic performance of African-American students.

Based on "Mathematics Student Q-Sort;" discussion of commonalities and differences in the ideal math student by gender and race.

Assesses geometry students’ perceptions of the behavior and attitude of the ideal mathematics student and that of their own.


Interesting brief history of the Association of American Geographers, from its inception until 1949, including a consideration of the 19 women members.


Critiques previous studies and the validity of deficiency argument for gender differences in spatial abilities.


Provides introductory statistical data and bibliography.


Minority students’ levels of achievement are influenced by parents, teachers and counselors, peer pressure, and the need for sound study habits.


Attitude, as well as knowledge, determines the likelihood a student will use geography. Discusses three types of attitude measures.


Survey of status of women in geography departments in Spanish universities.


Study of map-reading skills and gender differences.
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Focus on map-reading skills while identifying gender-based performance differences. Uses variables such as eye movements and response times with repeated trial learning experiments.


An excellent introduction to gender issues and how they relate to schools.


Includes review papers on women and mathematics as well as various ethnic minorities. Provides information and resources for conducting equity workshops.


Research on factors that influence student participation with specific reference to gender differences in mathematics.


Survey of 72 successful African-American female science professionals in diverse fields indicates four factors influential in career choice: early exposure to science, role models, parental influence, and persistence.


Review of the status of African-American women in science, including a consideration of the barriers to success in science for females and minorities. Provides recommendations for educators.


Examines possible differences in seating preferences due to gender. Leads to communication functions, defines intimacy, creates gender roles, and allocates status within relationships.


Reply to Sanders’ article (1990). Geographers are beginning to recruit talented minorities.
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Traces progress from pre-collegiate to undergraduate, graduate, and career levels; includes comparison of African-Americans and whites.

Annotated bibliography for teachers of students of multi-racial, multi-cultural backgrounds; geography included.

Examines differential treatment of minority students by two middle school science teachers both in and out of classrooms.

Independent Indian publishing house established to provide classroom instructional materials. Description of program, evaluation of textbooks, and bibliography of resources.

Editorial on the status of women in geography.

Study to determine intentions of 8th grade earth science students to enroll in high school science courses. Attitude and subjective norm were sole predictors of intention.

Introduction to special issue of Journal of College Science Teaching. Focuses on factors, issues, and problems that influence underrepresentation, education, and involvement in science careers by minorities.

Two-year survey of place location knowledge of college students in Introductory World Regional Geography and Cultural Geography. Attending to news media has positive impact on ability to locate countries; previous high school geography has no impact. Males exhibit better mapping skills than females.
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Description of intervention project to reduce sex-stereotyping in secondary mathematics and science in order to increase girls' awareness of non-traditional career opportunities.


Examines the increased participation of women geographers in AAG meetings over five years.


Examines the relationship of perceived ability and course selection. Females rate a lower ability in science as having a negative effect on future participation.


Publications in major geographical journals, geographic theses and dissertations, and other literature on African-Americans.


Outlines the experimental programs of the Commission on Geography and Afro-America in its attempt to develop a multi-phased graduate training and assistance program to improve geography programs at predominantly African-American colleges and universities.


Encouraging Underrepresented Groups in Geography

List of colleges and universities predominantly African-American in staff and/or student body where geography is included in curriculum. Identification of professors engaged actively in research on African-America.

An examination of geography textbooks and scholarly journals reveals that with few exception they give inadequate treatment of African-Americans. Extensive bibliography.

Discussion of three approaches to the presentation of courses and materials on the geography of African-America at the primary, secondary, and university levels.

This type of course draws attention to the inequitable position, problems, and potential of women around the world. Provides a rationale, outline, and resources for the course.

Testing and comparison of gender differences in evaluating sizes of U.S. states. Males were more accurate in estimation of size.

Observations of preschool teachers for teacher-student interactions. In a total of 2,183 observations, 60% were with male students and 40% with females.


Analysis of 17 books for portrayal of scientists. In general scientists are portrayed as ordinary people. Very few women or minorities are portrayed and the fictional scientist has no other interest.
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Outlines gender issues in geography; reviews current status of gender issues in Australian curriculum and offers practical suggestions to those who wish to teach more effectively about gender issues in their courses.

A detailed and scientific explanation to questions of "nature versus nurture."

Questions validity of gender differences in spatial ability. Uses norms from four standardizations of the Differential Aptitude Tests and from four standardizations of PSSAT/SSAT.

Research explores historical, social, and cultural factors purported to influence spatial knowledge and abilities of males and females.

Meta-analysis of 122 studies completed since 1960 involving K-12 students. Considers six characteristics related to science achievement, cognitive level, and attitudes. Characteristics include general ability, language ability, mathematics ability, SES, gender, and race.

Analysis of 1,654 student (grades 2-12) responses to NSTA project assessing students' perceptions of scientists. Scientists were portrayed primarily as white benevolent males.

On specific spatial tasks, particularly those related to wayfinding, pre-teen females performed better than pre-teen males and adults.
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Analysis of the presence and role of women in Spanish universities.

Assessment of women in French language universities; compares degrees and areas of research by gender.

Investigation of map-use in texts for their ability to communicate spatial relationships. Higher scores are achieved using maps; males scored higher in group using no maps; marginal gender differences in group using maps.

Investigation of map-reading skills and gender. Provides some evidence of developmental hypothesis concerning the emergence of spatial skills.

Questions the validity of generalizing from spatial ability to mapping skills. Results of five map-use studies; generally, no gender-related performance differences.

Identifies variables which characterize science course enrollment of African-American students. Significant predictors are U.S. Census Regions and grades of A or B in English.

Examination of sex-related differences of 153 adolescent males and females in Landsat mastery, road map reading, and map drawing. Low correlation between spatial ability and mapping skills.

A 1982 study of 60 graduate geography departments, comparing data from 1976 to 1981. Cites departmental innovations to attract and retain female graduate students.
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One of the largest studies completed on teacher-student interactions in math and social studies classrooms. Both male and female teachers differentially treat students, with male students receiving more attention.


Examines whether cognitive style differentially influences performance under either expository or discovery method of instruction. Neither cognitive style or method of instruction has overall effect on acquisition of knowledge.


Introduction to resources for geographical studies of Native Americans.


Author’s experience and strategies for involving college students in geographic research on women.


Assesses ways in which teachers perpetuate bias against achievement by female students, especially in methods of giving praise.


Practical classroom activities designed to educate students about sexism and ways to eliminate it.


No gender-related difference in ability to infer spatial relations in familiar large-scale environment in young children, age 6-11.


Study of mapping skills of elementary school children. Inconsistent results in terms of gender-related performance.
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Assesses seven factors involved with science career choices of African-Americans and females; race and gender differences noted. For both races and sexes, the major factor affecting science-related career interest is personal and positive contact with a scientist.


Examines three questions: (1) How have women been treated in social studies textbooks and curricula? (2) What are some strategies for including women in social studies? (3) What resources are recommended for teachers and students?


Survey to assess degree to which African-Americans participate in geography at predominantly white institutions. Data includes number of staff members, graduate students, and current research on African-Americans.


Assessment of high school students’ knowledge of and attitudes toward geography.


Re-analysis of studies of cognitive differences cited by Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) in order to determine magnitude of differences. Indicates that sex-related differences were very small.


Study of teaching of a conceptual geography unit. Race and SES are significant variables in achievement while gender and pretest scores are not.


Bibliography of literature related to 46 ethnic and/or racial minorities.
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Analysis of seating patterns of target students in high school science classes. Target students dominate classroom interactions and receive more direct questions, teacher conversations, and sustained feedback.

Review of literature concerning factors that affect whether females choose science-related classes and careers.

Of 193 graphic representations of scientists in the classroom, 93% were male. Males generally chosen to help with demonstrations and dominate teacher-student interactions.

Observation of 30 high school science classes reveal gender differences in classroom interactions for teachers and students.

Issue devoted to theme of women in the geography curriculum.

AAG membership examined by sex for 16 characteristics.

Discussion of traits and teaching methods of teachers who are successful in encouraging female students toward future science studies and careers.

Examines traits of teachers who have been identified as successful in encouraging girls to study science. Studies have implications for all educators.
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Collection of essays focusing on contemporary biological scientists, principally those in educational settings. Most of the papers are based on literature reviews.


A stereotyped male image prevails in science and may contribute to the lack of females in science classes and careers.


Addresses different attributes and concerns of women and men who select science majors as part of strategy to recruit and retain women as college science majors.


Surveyed males had more opportunities than females to experience science-oriented activities outside school. These experiences may affect achievement in the classroom.


A Q-sort indicates differences in perceptions of ideal and actual student behavior according to success. No overall pattern of differences are indicated for gender; three ideal and one actual student behavior are significantly different.


Testing of grades 4-6 on Landsat image interpretation. Small, but consistent, gender-related difference in performance favoring males.


Examines Landsat image and road map interpretation of 6th graders. No gender-related difference in performance.
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Examiners tendency of boys and girls to differentially rotate house symbols on maps. Majority of children selected map-like pictures with roof peaks at 90-degrees to the street; no significant difference between boys and girls.


Analysis of math classes indicates teachers and students expect sex differences in achievement. Male and female students are treated differently and students respond differently in class consistent with sex-role expectations.


Summary of research concerning factors that influence the interest and achievement of girls and young women in science. Provides concrete strategies for teachers to improve science education for females.


Results of a survey of girls in 8th grade physical science indicates four highly credible communicators: father, women high school teacher, mother, and boy high school student. Desirable attributes of communicators are prestige and trustworthiness.


Women generally excluded from scholarly work of American cultural geographers; males dominate cultural geography images and language. Includes list of published guidelines for textbooks.


Survey assess predominantly African-American colleges and universities for position of geography in curriculum. Includes consideration of faculty and interaction with other geographers and professional organizations.


School geography texts tend to show women as passive and ornamental items of illustration, if they are represented at all. Little or no acknowledgement of their contributions to the economy.
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Description of environments in schools having a majority of Native American students. Attempts to identify areas where changes might result in improved involvement of Native Americans in science and mathematics.


Suggests ways to incorporate gender into courses to combat the perception and reality of geography as a male dominated discipline. Review of textbooks.


Updated bibliography of research on women and geography. Includes 75 items.


Bibliography of 60 sources for the study of women.


Contains 658 entries (published and unpublished) of women’s literature in geography.


Contains 134 entries of works which deal with gender considerations in human geography.


Study of U.S. geography departments focuses on (1) sex ratios of departmental faculty; (2) rank, tenure, and salary of male and female faculty; (3) comparison of academic geography of late 1980s and earlier studies and with sociology; and (4) suggestions for solutions to problems identified.


Data on flow of geographers through United Kingdom educational system.
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African-Americans still generally omitted from the geographic literature or portrayed in less than humanistic ways. Advocates integrating these studies in proper perspective into geography courses.


Examines relationship of geographic education and the woman's movement. Describes classroom strategies to generate involvement by women students.


Meta-analysis reveals psychosocial and cognitive abilities differences by gender are decreasing.


Comprehensive review and meta-analysis of research on spatial ability. Differentiates three subfactors of spatial ability and analyzes gender differences.


Investigates gender differences among two-year college science majors. Examines if the spatial perception of females in science is as accurate as their male counterparts. After intervention, females improved more rapidly than males.


Introduction to special issue of the Journal of Geography concerning issues of women in the geography curriculum.


Review of 1,400 studies of differences between males and females. Indicates there was consistent evidence for four basic psychological differences, one being that females have higher verbal skills and another that males have higher skills in math and on visuo-spatial tasks.
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List of programs, including geography, to improve science education of minority groups and to increase participation in science and science-related courses.


Analysis of 300 studies of gender differences in science attitudes and achievement. Differences increased as students reached middle school.


Introduction to methods of cooperative learning and effects on academic achievement, social skills, and self-esteem. Considers effect on intergroup and multi-ethnic relations.


Report of effects of teacher training/sensitization to gender-free learning environment on student attitudes toward science and careers. Attitudes were improved, and activities and interest in science careers increased.


Use of the Draw-a-Scientist Test (DAST) to determine the effectiveness of a teacher intervention program to help teachers promote a stimulating gender-free learning environment. Discusses use of DAST as a vehicle to sensitize teachers and students to the need for changing the image of science and scientists.


Raises the issue of prepublishing censorship in geography textbooks; provides some examples and suggests ways for teachers and students to address the problem. Considers role of women portrayed in textbook.


Examines whether gender influences child's (ages 6-11) awareness of place and ability to represent space. Gender differences may be due to different ways in which boys and girls come into contact with their environment.
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Examines types of features represented on recall maps and devises classification scheme of features for future research.

Both sexes, regardless of age, emphasized individual features, particularly those classed as landmarks.

Gender-related performance differences in terms of spatial behavior and competence, favoring males. Mapping ability related to prior experiences around house and in environment.

Study of mapping skills yields consistent gender-related differences in performance, favoring males.

Effects of gender upon acquisition of spatial and environmental skills in primary grade children. Boys perform better on complex tasks which may be due to more extensive movements through environment.

Consideration of variables that may influence the learning and participation of minorities in mathematics; notes that these variables are often not considered in research.

Explores the sociocultural, personal, and educational factors that shape women’s choices of entering social science, biological science, and physical science.

The representation of woman in human geography textbooks has not been improved by feminist scholarship or the new consciousness.
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Discussion of historical and contemporary role of women in Ohio geography.

Examines major themes of human geography drawing from the literature on feminism.

Males favored in aerial photo interpretation.

Geography dominated by male-oriented view of society and by males in university geography departments and journals published by the Institute of British Geographers.

A feminist perspective on geography should lead to changes in the content and organization of undergraduate courses and teaching methods.


Gender differences in construction of maps of college campus. Males have greater topographical sense of terrain while females are more accurate with distance.

Survey of Georgia 7th and 8th grade students to determine attitudes toward social studies, including geography. Students more interested in social than physical geography.
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Survey of Georgia high school students to determine attitudes toward five subjects: history, psychology/sociology, government, economics, and geography. History most liked; geography least liked. Interviews with students, teachers, and administrator suggest reasons for low rating of geography.

Proposes that geography as a discipline has historically excluded and failed to attract minorities. Suggestions for inclusion of minorities in geography.

Examines relative participation of female geography students in Canadian universities at each academic level.

Data from Canadian Association of Geographers and geography departments in Canadian universities to document status of women in academia; comparison with Association of American Geographers data.

Examines role-playing activities for use of male and female roles and images they promote. Games have more male characters and stereotyped gender roles.

Geography curriculum should include a consideration of women's experiences. Requires changes in language, recognition of female contributions, selective treatment of women's experiences, and integration of gender as a variable.

Introduction of feminist perspectives in teaching of geography is the practical application of critical theory.

Report of the Institute of British Geographers session on women and gender.
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Addresses issue of meeting needs of an increasingly diverse population of learners and motivating and empowering learners to show concern for and act on social, political, economic, and environmental issues.

Advocates a curriculum that presents the world through the eyes of both genders. Delineates concepts for studying women and gender and their application to geography.

Reviews of feminist contributions in other disciplines. Outlines gender biases in the theories, methods, and content of geographic research. Identifies ways in which non-sexist geography might emerge: (1) feminist strand of research and (2) encouraging feminist perspective within all streams of human geography.


Investigates mapping skills of adults, showing borderline significant gender-related difference, favoring males.

Performance study to select minimum time routes road maps. No gender-related differences on performance.

Informal survey and interview of 16 women geographers in the public and private sector. Discusses aspects of geographical training beneficial to specific career fields.
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Eleven out of 21 academic courses positively correlated with spatial performance; geography was one of the courses.


Review of research on imbalance between men and women pursuing careers in science. Explanations focus on (1) disparity in cognitive abilities; (2) personality characteristics, (3) attitudes toward science; (4) differences between in-school and out-of-school learning experiences; (5) and gender differences in mathematics preparation.


Comparison of perceptions of classroom learning atmosphere as related to learning preference. Females tend to prefer cooperative modes over competitive.


Survey of student preference for learning mode as an important variable in effectiveness of learning. Females from prefer cooperative learning, whereas males prefer competitive and individualized modes.


Comparison of status of women in academic geography from 1972 to 1984.


Discussion of women in higher academic ranks in geography.


Method for teachers and students to work with inappropriate texts as objects of action research and analysis. Example given for portrayal of women in textbooks.


Documents gender differences in attitude, achievement, perception of science, classroom participation, and classroom interaction. Suggestions for a feminine perspective in classroom environment that is non-threatening and encourages female participation.
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Hands-on, concrete teaching fashion suggested as an effective method of promoting Native American student achievement.


No significant differences between male and female geometry students' self-concept as geometry students, although differences according to success and teacher were found.


Description of a Q-Sort for determining student perceptions of ideal science teacher behaviors. Significant differences by ability level, gender, and specific science classes.


Reports that math achievement is negatively correlated with competitive activities and positively correlated with cooperative activities. Suggests that the competitive atmosphere present in some classrooms is a barrier to the achievement of female students.


Sample of 124 men and 21 women in college geology courses. Equal gender performance in reading geological maps.


Females draw less sophisticated maps than males.


Determines the quantitative and qualitative portrayal of females and minorities in seven elementary science texts. Excellent bibliography for 1970s literature.


Examines 42 elementary science textbooks for illustrations of minorities and women. Caucasian men appear in significant science roles more often than children, members of minority groups or women.
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Review of research studies on career development of girls indicates that the sex-role stereotyping of occupation strongly discourages young women from pursuing lucrative, nontraditional careers.

Series of modules to increase and improve representation of women in college introductory human geography courses.


Contains teaching units focusing on the effects of spatial change on women which may be used as supplements to introductory college courses.

Evidence that males have more out-of-school experiences than girls that are related to physical science and may enhance science interest and achievement.

Discusses development and testing of model to examine relationship between science-related affect and achievement in 8th grade science.
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Review of research about gender differences and variables which may affect performance in science and mathematics.

Model yields eight productivity factors that contribute to science achievement. Prior achievement, peer environment, and amount and quality of instruction have positive direct effects. Instruction time mediates effects of other factors, including mass media, peer environment, and class environment. Home environment and motivation have greatest indirect effects.

Analysis of membership as of September 1969. Reports spatial distribution, degree earned, employment categories, teaching experience, length of employment, membership in other organizations, and views of Journal of Geography.

A survey of the literature and studies on single-sex versus co-educational schools.

Addresses female-male discrepancies noted by other studies. Illustrates evidence for sexual difference in geographic ability concerning spatial perception, orientation in geographic space (2-D), and concern for natural and cultural landscape.

Explores eight factors that may affect African-American students’ career selection: Career counseling, teachers’ expectations, course counseling, student persistence, role models, students’ image of science, early exposure to science, and students’ involvement in science projects.

Women in other disciplines have fared better due to actions taken by their professional associations. Urges the AAG to assume leadership in ending sex discrimination.
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Study of 4th, 6th and 8th grade classrooms for differential gender interactions in Language Arts-English and Mathematics-Science. In both subjects, males were favored in teacher interactions while teachers failed to recognize a gender communication gap.


Presents argument that teachers are unconsciously and unintentionally perpetuating sex stereotypes in science.

Critique of gender studies in geography using AAG panel discussion as departure point. Calls for geography as a discipline to make a more concerted effort to attract minorities and women.

Modification of classroom environment and interaction patterns is key to reducing differences in science achievement between white males and females and minorities.

International atlas devoted to women’s space and issues.

Comprehensive review of literature on gender-based differences in spatial abilities. Includes literature from cognitive science and cognitive psychology, geography, sociology and anthropology, and relevant anatomical and neurophysiological literature. Concludes that males’ superior dominance in spatial ability as reported in literature may be overestimated.
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Assesses 7th-9th grade students' level of cognitive development and surveys of interest. Discussion of gender differences.

Method for teachers to evaluate their own verbal behavior and expectations of their students' skills. Teacher discussions of results reveal gender-bias.

Survey of 42 female elementary teachers indicated differences in perceptions of students' scientific ability based on gender.

Excellent reference for numerous topics related to gender issues.

Discussion of minority underrepresentation in geography.

Discusses extent of minority underrepresentation in geography. African-Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans comprise small percentages of geography population sampled in 1987 from geography departments. Possible causes and recommendations for action and policy measures included.

Males favored in construction of models of school room.

Study reveals male students receive more attention and interaction with the teacher, which has been correlated with higher achievement.
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Comprehensive study of 4,000 students in grades 6 through 10 reveals that males have more positive attitudes toward science than females; differences may influence achievement.


Suggests underrepresentation of women in science and engineering may be due to differential classroom experiences of males and females.


A two-month exposure to female science professionals positively affected the attitudes of 5th-8th grade science students toward scientists and women in science.


Proposes socially critical geography curriculum including study of spatial justice for Australian Aboriginal people. Strategies to implement and destroy stereotypes.


Results indicate teachers perpetuate sex stereotypes. Includes a review of research on effect of gender specific language on students.


Lists problems of research and teaching in ethnic studies and the implications for curriculum.
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Gender difference in methods of drawing maps. Males use grid system in drawing map and females depend on personal association.


Contains introductory perspectives on definitions, the "invisibility" of women in geography, and the possible dimensions of a geography of women.


A small number (3-7) of target students monopolize interaction, ask more questions, receive higher quality feedback; most target students are males.


Classroom observations of grades 8-11 reveal male students are asked more frequently than females to carry out demonstrations and are more involved with labs and equipment usage.


Gender has still to be widely incorporated in teaching of human geography. One approach is to enter subject through studies of the South. Provides research reviews and themes appropriate for classroom.


Examines possible relationships among 5th grade students’ extracurricular toy-playing habits, sex-role orientations, spatial abilities, and science achievement. Boys had higher spatial skills than girls, which correlated with higher science achievement scores.


Examination of relationship of visual-spatial ability and map reading skills and impact of geographic training on female students’ ability to interpret topographic maps.
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Employment opportunities of professional geographers can be enhanced, especially for women and minorities.


Survey of high school students to determine gender attitudes toward science. Physical science perceived as a more masculine subject than biology. Females from non-coeducational schools rate physical science less masculine than females in coeducational schools.


Observations of science education in Soviet Union reveals similar patterns to United States. Males in science classes receive four times more of the interactions than do females.


Booklet on multicultural education.


Examines relationships among ability, perceived stress, course structure, rewards, number of tests, and attitudes toward science in five high schools. Relationships did exist with a correlation between attitude and achievement.


Introduction to cooperative learning techniques, research findings, and underlying theories.


Study by Southern Governors' Association indicates U.S. youth are multiculturally illiterate. Provides a conceptual approach to multicultural education.


Representation of home area and new area by 8-year old children. Inconsistent results in terms of gender-related performance differences.
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In unfamiliar environments, boys (age 8) displayed superior cognitive mapping abilities to females.


Characteristics of 273 male science teachers compared with 72 female science teachers from a 14-state region of the U.S. Significant differences in the two groups are discussed in terms of science career selection by women.


Female faculty often feel isolated; difficulties of female graduate students include establishing effective mentoring relationships.


Argues that geographers must be interested in gender bias in their classrooms and teaching. Geographers are urged to address issues of gender differences in spatial ability, experience of place and space, teaching materials, performance on geography exams, feelings and preferences.


Meta-analysis of 43 studies for correlation between science achievement and attitudes. Overall relationship was moderate with differences noted by grade level and by gender.


Study of geography textbooks for presence of sexist stereotyping.


Study of photographs in 15 recent geography textbooks reveals sexist stereotyping of activities and fewer pictures of females than males.
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Young women contemplating a career in geography can expect substantially less in rewards than a young man of the same age and ability.

Data from AAG membership presents dismal picture for female geographers.

Reviews and assesses available writings dealing with geographic dimensions of women's lives and changing status of female geographers.
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| Mason and Kahle, 1989                                    |                                                                 |
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| Wareing, 1990                                            |                                                                 |
| Willson, 1983                                            |                                                                 |
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CURRICULUM: INCORPORATING GENDER AND ETHNIC ISSUES

Brooker-Gross, 1991
Cross, 1988
Donaldson, 1972
Drake, 1983
Fahey, 1988
Gunderson, 1978
Holt, 1990
Journal of Geography, 1978
Lee, 1978
Lewis, 1974
Libbee and Libbee, 1978
Loyd and Rengert, 1978
Mazey and Lee, 1983
McDowell and Bowlby, 1983
Monk, 1983
Monk, 1985a
Monk, 1987
Monk, 1988
Monk and Hanson, 1982
Monk and Williamson-Fien, 1986
Rengert and Monk, 1980a
Rengert and Monk, 1980b
Rengert and Monk, 1982
Snelson, 1988
Thompson and Agocs, 1973
Townsend and Townsend, 1988
Walford, 1985
Weaver, 1988

INSTRUCTIONAL/TEACHING STRATEGIES

Bright, 1983
Grieve and Davis, 1971
Hardy, 1984
Imperatore, 1971
Kahle, 1983
Kahle, 1985
Libbee and Libbee, 1978
Manning and Lucking, 1991
Owens and Barnes, 1982
Owens and Straton, 1980
Pepper, 1986
Peterson and Fennema, 1985
Scott and Heller, 1991
Sims, 1983
Watson, 1992

PARTICIPATION AND RETENTION IN CLASSES

Atwater, 1986
Berman, 1984
Collins and Matyas, 1985
Crawley and Coe, 1990
DeBoer, 1986
Deskins, Cohen, and Speil; 1971
Deskins and Sibert, 1975
Deskins and Speil, 1971
Goggins and Lindbeck, 1986
Golledge and Halperin, 1983
Jones and Wheatley, 1988
Kahle, 1985
Kahle, 1988b
Koballa, 1988

EQUITY PROGRAMS

Becker, 1987
Cheek, 1984
Malcolm, 1976
Shepardson and Pizzini, 1991
PARTICIPATION AND STATUS IN PROFESSION

Andrews and Moy, 1986
Association of American Geographers, 1988
Atwater, 1986
Beckwith, 1977
Berman, 1974
Berman, 1977
Berman, 1984
Bushong, 1974
Castaner and Centelles, 1985
Chipman, Brush, and Wilson; 1985
Clark, 1985
Clark, 1988
Cohen, 1990
Collins and Matyas, 1985
Crane, 1986
Crosby, 1988
Cutter and Renwick, 1980
Deskins, Cohen, and Speil; 1971
Deskins and Sibert, 1975
Deskins and Speil, 1971
Deskins and Speil, 1972
Garcia-Ramon, Castaner, and Centelles; 1988
Gilbert, 1987
Golledge and Halperin, 1983
Hill, Pettus, and Hedin; 1990
Horvath, Deskins, and Larimore; 1969
Jones and Wheatley, 1988
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